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� Frequently use common words or names

� Match predictable character patterns to 
comply with password policies

� Too short to resist password crackingToo short to resist password cracking
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Ohiolife12 5t3ph3nl! Pieces10 asdferfa324

superman 0racle9i 0000194300001943 $ylvester

J21.redskin toby102 Teardrop_13 iloveyou

Oscar+emmy2 bigwaves15904 !@#$%^&*())(*&^% V@lhall413

Ohiolife12 5t3ph3nl! Pieces10 asdferfa324

superman 0racle9i 0000194300001943 $ylvester

J21.redskin toby102 Teardrop_13 iloveyou

Oscar+emmy2 bigwaves15904 !@#$%^&*())(*&^% V@lhall413

22Jan1997 Isa15bel nobodyhere :LOL1313le

Wtamu@13 %TGBbgt5$RFVvfr4 KRAZYkat18 94UN657

01130113monterey 20schuyler11 blablablablablablabla

thebestpasswordever youaremysunshinemyonlysunshine

Oscar+emmy2 bigwaves15904 !@#$%^&*())(*&^% V@lhall413

22Jan1997 Isa15bel nobodyhere :LOL1313le

Wtamu@13 %TGBbgt5$RFVvfr4 KRAZYkat18 94UN657

01130113monterey 20schuyler11 blablablablablablabla

thebestpasswordever youaremysunshinemyonlysunshine
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� Do Users’ Perceptions of Password Security 
Match Reality, CMU & Penn State, May 2016

◦ 165 participants were shown 25 pairs of passwords 
and asked to identify which one was more secure

iloveyou88   v.   ieatkale88iloveyou88   v.   ieatkale88iloveyou88   v.   ieatkale88iloveyou88   v.   ieatkale88iloveyou88   v.   ieatkale88iloveyou88   v.   ieatkale88iloveyou88   v.   ieatkale88iloveyou88   v.   ieatkale88

◦ Many overestimated the benefits of adding digits 
and using keyboard patterns

◦ 67% thought their password only needed to 
withstand 50,000 or less guesses to be secure
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� Longer than passwords

� Words often separated by spaces

� Goal is to offer better security than normal 
passwords while also being more usable
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� Natural language phrases
◦ “you can do it”

� Natural language structured random phrases
◦ “fast doorway took the taco”

� Mentally selected ‘random’ words
◦ “dell chair slow calendar”

� Securely selected random words
◦ “land each dear spend order”
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55KaDm*y? 55KaDm*y? 55KaDm*y? 55KaDm*y? 

chipmunk lowly stone bag sparkchipmunk lowly stone bag sparkchipmunk lowly stone bag sparkchipmunk lowly stone bag spark

���� 55555555 KaKaKaKa DmDmDmDm **** yyyy ????

chipmunk lowly stone bag sparkchipmunk lowly stone bag sparkchipmunk lowly stone bag sparkchipmunk lowly stone bag spark

����

chipmunkchipmunkchipmunkchipmunk lowlylowlylowlylowly stonestonestonestone bagbagbagbag sparksparksparkspark
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� Linguistic Properties of Multi-Word 
Passphrases, Univ of Cambridge, 2012

◦ Investigated Amazon PassPhrase, which asked 
customers to choose a memorable security phrase

◦ Assembled word list of proper nouns, sports 
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◦ Assembled word list of proper nouns, sports 
phrases, idioms, slang from Internet sources

◦ Tested over 100,000 possible phrases, and found 
the best success rate with song titles, sports team 
names, movie titles, and superhero names

◦ Concluded that user chosen passphrases were more 
secure than passwords, but that they still weren’t 
sufficient against offline cracking attacks



� Formal system for 
generating random word 
passphrases published in 
1995 by Arnold Reinhold. 

Roll one die five times or � Roll one die five times or 
five dice one time. Look 
up index of dice values 
and use corresponding 
word.
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� Offline Passphrase Cracking 

� Online Passphrase Guessing 

� Shoulder Surfing 

� Keystroke Logging / � Keystroke Logging / 
Man-in-the-Middle / 
Phishing / 
Social Engineering / 
Rubber Hose
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“Don’t use common words in part of your 
password.”

“Never use dictionary words from any 
language as the whole or part of your 
password.”password.”

“Good passwords are not words in any 
language, slang, dialect, jargon, etc.”

“A strong password should not spell a word 
or a series of words…”
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� Bruce Schneier Blog Choosing Secure 
Passwords, March, 2014

◦ Quoted Ars Technica article from May 2013 which 
reported that these passwords had been cracked: 
“allineedislove”, “iloveyousomuch”, 
“sleepingwithsirens”, & “i hate hackers”“sleepingwithsirens”, & “i hate hackers”

“This is why the oft-cited XKCD scheme for 
generating passwords – string together individual 
words like ''correcthorsebatterystaple'' - is no 
longer good advice. The password crackers are on 
to this trick.”
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P = Pool of character choices
N = Number of characters combined in series

Total possible combinations = PN

Pool of 26 lowercase alphabetic characters 
used in 8 character password = 268

Pool of 62 lowercase and uppercase alphabetic, 
plus numeric characters used in 9 char 

password = 629
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Word pool becomes your character pool while 
number of characters combined becomes 
number of words combined

P = Pool of word choicesP = Pool of word choices
N = Number of words combined in series

Total possible combinations = PN

Pool of 2048 words used in an 5 word 
passphrase = 20485
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Bits of strength = log2(PN)

XKCD suggests using 2,048 words XKCD suggests using 2,048 words 

20484 = 17,592,186,044,416 = 44 bits

Diceware has 7,776 words in base wordlist 

77765 = 28,430,288,029,929,700,000 = 64.6 bits
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8 Character Common8 Character Common8 Character Common8 Character Common

Password (ULLLLLDD)Password (ULLLLLDD)Password (ULLLLLDD)Password (ULLLLLDD)

4 Word4 Word4 Word4 Word

7 Character7 Character7 Character7 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)

8 Character8 Character8 Character8 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)

9 Character9 Character9 Character9 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)

10 Character10 Character10 Character10 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)

11 Character11 Character11 Character11 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)

12 Character12 Character12 Character12 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)

13 Character13 Character13 Character13 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)

14 Character14 Character14 Character14 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)

15 Character15 Character15 Character15 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)

16 Character16 Character16 Character16 Character

Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)Password (95)
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Bits of Strength

3 Word3 Word3 Word3 Word

DicewareDicewareDicewareDiceware

4 Word4 Word4 Word4 Word

XKCDXKCDXKCDXKCD

4 Word4 Word4 Word4 Word

DicewareDicewareDicewareDiceware

5 Word5 Word5 Word5 Word

DicewareDicewareDicewareDiceware

6 Word6 Word6 Word6 Word

DicewareDicewareDicewareDiceware

7 Word7 Word7 Word7 Word

DicewareDicewareDicewareDiceware

8 Word8 Word8 Word8 Word

DicewareDicewareDicewareDiceware

30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110



� Short words = chance 
of short passphrases

� Users face choice of 
using short passphrase 
or generating new one

LengthLengthLengthLengthLengthLengthLengthLength WordsWordsWordsWordsWordsWordsWordsWords
% of % of % of % of % of % of % of % of 
TotalTotalTotalTotalTotalTotalTotalTotal

11 5252 0.7%0.7%

22 773773 9.9%9.9%

or generating new one

� Refusing any 5 words 
passphrase under 14 
characters eliminates 
0.00037% of possible 
combinations
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33 839839 10.8%10.8%

44 2,3452,345 30.2%30.2%

55 3,1363,136 40.3%40.3%

66 631631 8.1%8.1%



� Less unusual words; no 
vulgar words

� No numbers, special 
characters, or repeating 
letters

LengthLengthLengthLengthLengthLengthLengthLength WordsWordsWordsWordsWordsWordsWordsWords
% of % of % of % of % of % of % of % of 
TotalTotalTotalTotalTotalTotalTotalTotal

11 00 0%0%

22 00 0%0%

33 8282 1%1%

44 467467 6%6%letters

� Uses less short words

� Uses more longer (7-9 
character) words
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44 467467 6%6%

55 928928 11.9%11.9%

66 1,3721,372 17.6%17.6%

77 1,5911,591 20.5%20.5%

88 1,7791,779 22.9%22.9%

99 1,5571,557 20%20%
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� Increase number of words combined

◦ 6 words from 9,030 word list = 78.8 bits

◦ Longer length can conflict with max length 
password policies

� Increase number of words in pool

◦ 4 words from 858,000 word list = 78.8 bits

◦ Larger list means less word recognition and 
greater possibility of recollection/entry failure
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� Modify words or separator

◦ Change whole word case randomly

◦ Change separator from space to another symbol

CORRECT:horse:battery:STAPLECORRECT:horse:battery:STAPLE

finally+slightly+SOMETIME+UNUSUAL

silk4MANNER4ball

� 3 word Diceware = 39 bits � 47 bits

� 4 word Diceware = 52 bits � 61 bits
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� Diceware recommendations:

◦ 5 6 for normal use

◦ 6 for wireless security / file encryption

◦ 7 – 8 for ‘high value’ like a Bitcoin wallet

EFF echos 6 word advice� EFF echos 6 word advice

� SecureDrop uses 7

� Shorter (e.g. 3-4 words) can still provide 
decent protection for lower risk apps
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� Types of cracking attacks

� Impact of length on brute force attacks

� Kerckhoff’s principle – assume attackers 
know how you are 
creating your creating your 
passwords

� Differences between 
password strength 
meter estimates and 
real password cracking
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NTLMNTLMNTLMNTLM MD5MD5MD5MD5 SHA1SHA1SHA1SHA1

7-Character Password 4 minutes 6 minutes 17 minutes

8-Character Password 5.5 hours 9.2 hours 1.1 days

9-Character Password 22 days 36 days 106 days

4-Word XKCD 1 minute 1.5 minutes 4.5 minutes4-Word XKCD 1 minute 1.5 minutes 4.5 minutes

5-Word Diceware 2.7 years 4.5 years 13 years

6-Word Diceware 209 centuries 350 centuries 1 K centuries

7-Word Diceware
1.6 million 
centuries

2.7 million 
centuries

7.9 million 
centuries
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WinZIPWinZIPWinZIPWinZIP
PBKDF2PBKDF2PBKDF2PBKDF2

BcryptBcryptBcryptBcrypt (5)(5)(5)(5)
VeraCryptVeraCryptVeraCryptVeraCrypt
PBKDF2PBKDF2PBKDF2PBKDF2

7-Character Password 95 days 21 years 157 years

8-Character Password 25 years 20 centuries 149 centuries

9-Character Password 24 centuries 1.9 K centuries
14 K 
centuriescenturies

4-Word XKCD 24 days 5.3 years 39 years

5-Word Diceware 1 K centuries 85 K centuries
637 K 
centuries

6-Word Diceware
8.3 million 
centuries

663 million 
centuries

4.9 billion 
centuries

7-Word Diceware
64 billion 
centuries

5.2 trillion 
centuries

38.5 trillion 
centuries
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� Discover and exploit 
word acceptance bias

� Try natural language 
combinations that also 
match random match random 
combinations

� Collect word combos 
that have leaked from 
other sources
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� Correct Horse Battery Staple: Exploring the 
Usability of System-Assisted Passphrases

◦ Passphrase users took median 7 seconds to enter 
compared to 3 seconds for passwords.

◦ No significant difference in percent of people ◦ No significant difference in percent of people 
storing passwords compared to passphrases.

◦ Successful logins by passphrase non-storage 
participants were 47%. Compared to 58% for 
password. Storage groups both = 85% success.

◦ The passphrases (3-4 word range) had a mean 
length of 18.3 / 25.5 characters.
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� Towards Reliable Storage of 56-bit Secrets in 
Human Memory, Microsoft, 2014

◦ 96% of passphrase participants and 91% of 
random letter participants learned well enough to 
type from memory 3 times in a row.type from memory 3 times in a row.

◦ Median typing time for all 3 segments were 8.2 
seconds for words, compared to 6.1 seconds for 
random letters.

◦ Entry errors for passphrases were median of 5 
per user, with random letters a median of 7.
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Tested the following passphrases on large 
web sites & observed related usability factors:

1. level drama whoosh funny (24)

2. suey 65 swim gain recur (23)2. suey 65 swim gain recur (23)

3. hovel strafe m's knobs lyric perm (33)

4. follow*RUBBER*BENEATH*natural (29)

5. BANAL.mayan.skit (16)
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SiteSite
MaxMax
LengthLength

Passphrases Passphrases 
AcceptedAccepted

ProblemsProblems

FacebookFacebook 150+150+ AllAll NoneNone

TwitterTwitter 150+150+ AllAll NoneNone

InstagramInstagram 150+150+ AllAll NoneNoneInstagramInstagram 150+150+ AllAll NoneNone

VineVine 100100 AllAll NoneNone

LinkedInLinkedIn 150150 AllAll NoneNone

PinterestPinterest 8585** AllAll SilentlySilently truncatestruncates
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SiteSite
MaxMax
LengthLength

Passphrases Passphrases 
AcceptedAccepted

ProblemsProblems

AmazonAmazon 150+150+ AllAll NoneNone

EbayEbay 6464 #4#4 & 5& 5
Character complexity Character complexity 
required, no spacesrequired, no spaces

AliExpressAliExpress 2020 NoneNone
Max length too short, no Max length too short, no 

AliExpressAliExpress 2020 NoneNone
Max length too short, no Max length too short, no 
symbols allowedsymbols allowed

WalmartWalmart 1212 NoneNone
Max length too short, no Max length too short, no 
spaces allowedspaces allowed

TargetTarget 2020 #5#5
Max len tooMax len too short, cshort, character haracter 
complexity requiredcomplexity required

IkeaIkea 2020 NoneNone
Max len tooMax len too short, cshort, character haracter 
complexity requiredcomplexity required

Home DepotHome Depot 150+150+ AllAll Some symbols causeSome symbols cause errorserrors
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SiteSite
MaxMax
LengthLength

Passphrases Passphrases 
AcceptedAccepted

ProblemsProblems

PayPalPayPal 2020 #5#5
Max length too short, no Max length too short, no 
spaces allowedspaces allowed

ChaseChase 3232 #5#5
MaxMax length too short, nlength too short, no o 
spaces allowedspaces allowed

DiscoverDiscover 3232 #2#2
Max len too short, cMax len too short, character haracter 
complexity requiredcomplexity required

CitigroupCitigroup 5050 NoneNone
Character complexity Character complexity 
required, no spaces allowedrequired, no spaces allowed

Wells FargoWells Fargo 1414 NoneNone
Max len too short, cMax len too short, character haracter 
complexity requiredcomplexity required

Bank of Bank of 
AmericaAmerica

2020 NoneNone
Max lenMax len too short, character too short, character 
complexity required, no complexity required, no 
spaces or some symbolsspaces or some symbols
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SiteSite
MaxMax
LengthLength

Passphrases Passphrases 
AcceptedAccepted

ProblemsProblems

CoinbaseCoinbase 7272 AllAll SilentSilently truncatesly truncates

KrakenKraken 128128 #1 3 4 5#1 3 4 5 Variable complexity Variable complexity reqsreqs

SimpleSimple 150+150+ AllAll NoneNone

MovenMoven 2020 #2#2
Max len too short, cMax len too short, character haracter 

MovenMoven 2020 #2#2
Max len too short, cMax len too short, character haracter 
complexity requiredcomplexity required

MintMint 3232 NoneNone
MaxMax length too short, length too short, 
character complexity character complexity 
requiredrequired, , nno spaceso spaces

StashStash 7272 NoneNone
Character complexity Character complexity 
required, silently truncatesrequired, silently truncates

AcornsAcorns 3232 NoneNone
MaxMax length too short, length too short, 
character complexity reqcharacter complexity req
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� When you have to type it regularly

� When your password manager isn’t usable or 
easily compatible

� When a keyboard makes them preferential 
versus typing random character passwordsversus typing random character passwords

� When you will share it with someone via voice

� For security question answers

For everything else rely on random passwords 
in a password manager.
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� Don’t impose unnecessary short 
maximum password length restrictions

� Avoid restricting symbol (and space) use

� Evaluate context of word use if preventing 
common dictionary words
Evaluate context of word use if preventing 
common dictionary words

� Provide guidance on, and examples of, good 
passphrase use – ideally complete systems

� Use adaptive password complexity policies
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� Bruce K. Marshall   @PwdRsch

� bkmarshall@PasswordResearch.com

Slides available at � Slides available at 
www.PasswordResearch.com/Passphrases
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